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Description
fixed in57848 - thanks Jonny

when accessing rss feeds eg with:
tiki-wiki_rss.php?ver=5
or
tiki-blogs_rss.php?ver=5

a fatal error occurs as follows:
Fatal error: Uncaught exception 'Zend\Feed\Writer\Exception\InvalidArgumentException' with message 'Invalid DateTime object or UNIX Timestamp passed as parameter' in /XXXXXXX/vendor/zendframework/zend-feed/src/Writer/Entry.php:189 Stack trace: #0 / XXXXXXX /lib/rss/rsslib.php(281): Zend\Feed\Writer\Entry->setDateCreated('1457350549') #1 / XXXXXXX /tiki-wiki_rss.php(109): RSSLib->generate_feed('wiki', 'wiki', '', Array, 'tiki-index.php?...', 'previous',
Solution
Should be fixed in r57848?

Confirmed fixed

Importance
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Easy to solve?
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Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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